TESTIMONIALS
Through The KALIB Project, John
Wells has had the privilege of
encouraging students from all walks
of life, each time leaving an
inspirational message and lasting
impact. Check out what past
participants have to say about this
program:
"All I can say is I was super
impressed - you're super kidfriendly - that's a big plus - your
story of how you started - it's all
really easy to understand and to
relate to. Excellent work! Thanks
for making me look good for
inviting you."

"The KALIB Project captured the
interests of many students at
HHSA. When Mr. Wells presented
at our school, he not only inspire
them to write stories of their own
but also showed them that it was
okay to dream. For months after
the presentation, students
continued writing and sharing their
stories. And at the end of the
school year, several students voted
The KALIB Project as their favorite
memory from the year. The seeds
planted that day and the work Mr.
Wells is producing is a powerful
force in fiction!"
Monica Mitchell
3rd Grade Teacher
Harvest Hill STEAM Academy

THE
KALIB
PROJECT

Lisa Dyson
6th Grade Teacher
Jordan Middle School
"The Kalib Project was entertaining,
inspirational, and informative and the
students LOVED hearing from John!
He interacted well with students of all
ages and shared a very professional
and exciting presentation, even over
Zoom!"
Kelvyn Koning,
Music Teacher
All Newton Music School

For more information, to set up an Inperson or lived-streamed presentation, or
to inquire about bringing The KALIB Project
to your school please Email:
books@thekalibandrewschronicles.com
Website:
www.thekalibandrewschronicles/
thekalibproject
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John Wells, III

A LASTING IMPACT

“The KALIB Project aims to encourage students to reach their
greatest potential by actively pursuing their dreams.”
John W. Wells, III

John Wells, III

Every individual has patterns and behaviors that hinder them from reaching their highest potential. The KALIB
Project provides expert advice and impactful motivation for students of all ages to overcome those obstacles,
inciting them to not only achieve their goals but exceed them, by practicing the acronym,
KALIB: Keep, Aspiring, Learning, Innovating, and Believing!
The KALIB project aims to deliver education, inspiration, and entertainment to your school, using the riveting
story of how John Wells III made his dream a reality by publishing his book series, The Kalib Andrews
Chronicles (www.thekalibandrewschronicles.com). He demonstrates how your students can achieve their
dreams by way of goal-setting, hard work, tenacity, and a constant desire to learn. As an esteemed public
speaker, author, and former educator, John strives to make every event a memorable experience, placing a
large emphasis on delivering actionable content, and inspiring the next generation to reach
their greatest potential.

